
Got to train your memory! Remember the numbers you have and do not forget which cards you 

need to swap! Keep your focus on what other players are swapping so you could steal the nicest 

beavers from them and get rid of those smelly ones! 

 

 

Beaver Gang game is played in six rounds. Below, the explanation of a single round is provided. 

 

1. Shuffle the deck and provide 4 cards for each player (face down). 

 
2. In a center, so that all players could easily reach place 1 random number card face up and 

the deck face down nearby it, Face up card will represent the discard pile, so any 

discarded cards will be placed on top of the face-up card. 

 
3. Players put the 4 cards obtained separately in front of them and look at the side cards (the 

left and the right one). Remember the numbers to know which card to keep or swap, and 

do not look at the middle cards! 

4. The player left from the dealer starts the game by picking 1 card from the deck to secretly 

look at it and either swap it with one of its 4 cards in possession (face down), or place it 

face-up to the discard pile. Note that players are allowed to pick a top card from the discard 

pile instead to swap with personal cards, in the same way, this is simply visible to all the 

players. 

5. If the player swaps, he must place the swapped card to the discard pile (face up). 



 
6. Moving forward, the next player to the left does the same actions. Pick a card from the 

deck/discard pile and either swap it or place it to the discard pile. 

7. This continues until 1 player decides to stop the game, and instead of picking up a card, 

knocks at the table 3 times to indicate the game end. After that, all other players to the left 

have 1 remaining turn (the player that knocked does not have turns remaining). 

8. All players flip their cards face up to count the points. 

9. This is repeated 6 times, the player with the fewest points wins the game. Note the points 

after each round in the sheet included with game components. 

 

 

Action cards 

 
Magnifying glass (or “The Eye”). Allows looking at 1 of the cards in personal possession. The card 

cannot be picked up from the discard pile. 

Swapping beavers. The card allows for a player to swap his 1 card in possession with another 

player’s card. During this action, the cards swapped cannot be disclosed to any players. The card 

cannot be picked up from the discard pile. 

Beaver tower. (That’s just a nickname we use about the card illustration - beaver on top of another 

beaver). 

Picking this card from the deck provides you with another 2 card picks. If you pick the first card 

and swap, you do not pick the second. 
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